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Across

4. Heat is applied to melt or bond the addition 

to natural hair

5. Combination of hand-tied and 

machine-made wigs

8. Worn on top of head to cover bald or 

thinning hair

11. The highest grade of human hair

14. Longer lengths attached to a base covering 

crown, occipital and nape

19. Technique used to incorporate loose 

fiber/hair with natural hair

20. Cover hair with a

21. Loose hair fiber or wefts designed to be 

attached to the base of the client’s own hair

22. When putting the wig on the client, start at 

the:

23. Color should not be applied to wigs that are

25. what hair will ball up, melt rapidly and 

produce no odor?

26. Hair is attached to elasticized meshfiber 

base

27. Longer lengths attached to oblong base

Down

1. Shorter hair, 6" (15.2 cm) or less; used to 

create height

2. what hair will burn slowly and produce an 

odor?

3. How often should human-hair wigs be 

cleaned?

6. When fitting a client with a wig, measure 

the circumference of the head, running the tape 

measure just:

7. formulated from petroleum products

9. Generally made of Asian, Indian, or 

European hair; European most costly

10. Attaches hair without a thermal tool

12. fiber base Available in several sizes 

Produced most often as hand-tied wigs Rows of 

hair wefts sewn to strips of elastic

13. Artificial hair items designed to cover the 

entire head.

15. Long segment of looped hair worn at the 

nape

16. Clips are sewn or glued to hair addition 

strands

17. Hair fibers are sewn into wefts, then sewn 

to the cap

18. often made of yak, angora, horse, camel, or 

sheep hair

24. Simulate natural growth patterns and 

density


